Organisms rely on nociceptive sensory neurons to detect and avoid potentially tissue-damaging stimuli in the environment. New research has unraveled previously unknown downstream neural circuit components for nociceptive (pain-like) behavior in Drosophila larvae.
Many organisms have evolved stereotyped protective escape behaviors. These behaviors often involve sensorimotor neuronal circuits in which a sensory input activates dedicated neuronal pathways that end in a specifically coordinated motor output. A well-known example of this type of circuit is the myotactic ('knee-jerk') spinal reflex, in which stretch receptors in the knee trigger muscle contractions through a spinal pathway [1] . Other welldescribed examples occur throughout the animal kingdom. For instance, in nocturnally active insects, such as moths, green lacewings, crickets, and praying mantises, a sensorimotor circuit detects ultrasonic bat calls to produce altered emergency flight motor patterns [2] . An example of a sensorimotor escape pathway in vertebrates begins in the lateral line of fishes which, through centrally located Mauthner neurons, initiate a C-shaped tail bending that allows for directed swimming movement away from danger [3] .
A new study by Yoshino et al. [4] , reported in this issue of Current Biology, identifies essential components of a neural circuit for escape behavior that is seen in the larvae of Drosophila. This behavior is believed to protect larvae from the ovipositors of female parasitoid wasps attempting to lay their eggs in them [5] . Polymodal nociceptive sensory neurons that detect the wasp attack trigger a highly coordinated pattern of locomotion, in which the larvae rotate around the long body access in a corkscrew like pattern [5] [6] [7] . These cells, known as class IV dendrite arborization (cIVda) neurons are necessary for sensing noxious stimuli of several varieties, including heat and mechanical stimulation [6] . The cIVda cells tile the larval epidermis and project to a defined region in the ventral nerve cord of the CNS [8, 9] . Upon activation, cIVda sensory neurons initiate the rolling escape response [7] . Yoshino et al. [4] have now identified functionally important downstream components of the circuit, including a direct synaptic target for the nociceptors and motor neurons that contribute to the behavioral output with identified muscle targets [4] .
Using a variety of genetic and behavioral techniques, Yoshino et al. [4] identified a set of second orderinterneurons that are direct postsynaptic partners of cIVda neurons, and obtained evidence that activation of these neurons is functionally coupled to motor output neurons that are required for rolling. The latter target specific muscles in the body wall that the new study finds are required for the generation of the escape response [4] . The post-synaptic targets of cIVda neurons were found by screening through a collection of strains [10] expressing fluorescent proteins in neurons of the abdominal ganglion, using confocal microscopy, until one was found with neuronal processes that appeared to overlap with the known pattern of cIVda axonal projections. This set of second order neurons was termed medial cluster of cIVda second-order interneurons (mCSIs) because of their projection pattern in the ventral nerve cord. Using a method that detects synaptic contacts between neurons (Syb-GRASP) Yoshino et al. [4] confirmed that cIVda axon terminals form synapses onto the dendrites of mCSI neurons.
The authors went on to establish a functional connection between cIVda neurons and mCSIs by showing that calcium signals could be detected in the mCSIs following optogenetic activation of the cIVda cells. Interestingly, activating the mCSIs was found to be sufficient to trigger the complete rolling escape response of larvae. The mCSIs were found to be required for rolling as well, as genetically silencing them prevented the larvae from carrying out the behavior. Lastly, through similar silencing experiments, the authors found that mCSIs are functionally coupled to SNa motor neurons that innervate muscles 21, 22, 23 in the larval abdominal segments. Intriguingly, silencing of SNa motor neurons did not change basal locomotion behaviors in a detectable way, but had strong effects on the act of rolling. These SNa motor neurons were previously known to be required for larval selfrighting behavior, indicating that rolling and righting have shared motor pathways [11] . In sum, Yoshino et al. [4] have identified a novel local circuit for the transmission of noxious stimuli into a behavioral response, termed the cIVdamCSI-SNa pathway ( Figure 1 ).
The study of Yoshino et al. [4] builds upon work recently carried out by other research groups that have been working to define this neuronal pathway. Ohyama et al. [12] used serial electron microscopy (EM) of the first instar larval brain to reconstruct and identify all of the downstream synaptic partners for cIVda neurons, and to a construct a neuronal pathway all the way to the brain. This study identified 13 morphological classes of postsynaptic targets for cIVda neurons. Given the thoroughness of this analysis, it is likely that the mCSI cells may be among the neurons previously found within the first instar circuit, and future studies may link the mCSIs to this EM volume.
Functional studies by Ohyama et al. [12] focused on two other populations of neurons, which they showed were part of the rolling circuitry and partly required for the initiation of rolling behavior as a downstream response to noxious stimuli. A set of second-order neurons called Basin neurons were found to receive inputs both from the nociceptive cIVda neurons and also from a set of vibrationsensing chordotonal neurons in the body wall (Figure 1 ). Consistent with this anatomy, Ohyama et al. [12] found that vibration stimuli could substantially enhance rolling that is triggered relative to nociceptive stimuli alone. Ohyama et al. also found a pair of 'command-like' Goro neurons that could trigger rolling several synapses downstream from the basin cells [12] (Figure 1) . Interestingly, the mCSI interneurons identified by Yoshino et al. [4] are distinct from the Basin neurons, and neither the Basin nor the Goro neurons are required for mCSI-triggered rolling.
Another recent study, by Hu et al. [13] , has functionally characterized yet another identified population of second-order interneurons for the cIVda neurons, which are distinct from both mCSIs and Basins (Figure 1 ). In this study, Hu et al. [13] describe a population of neurons that triggers the initial bending movement within the escape response sequence (DP-ilp7), and another second order neuron, A08n, that generates rolling behavior upon activation. A08n is among the 13 classes of cIVda targets found in the EM reconstructed data of Ohyama et al. [12] . As with the Basin cells, the DP-ilp7 cells perform sensory integration by receiving input from multiple classes of sensory neuron cells in addition to the cIVda neurons (such as low threshold mechanoreceptors cIIIda and cIIda neurons [8, 14] ) (Figure 1) . Hu et al. [13] found that activation of low threshold (cIIda) neurons on their own was sufficient to trigger rolling behavior (even in the absence of simultaneous cIVda activation) which further indicates that a variety of sensory routes converge on rolling escape behavior.
Somewhat surprisingly, taken together these studies indicate that activation of at least three of the 13 identified strongly connected second-order neurons of the cIVda nociceptive sensory neurons are sufficient for triggering the entire rolling escape locomotion behavior. If these findings are stretched to their perhaps unlikely limit, there could then be as many as 13 second-order pathways for triggering of rolling. What could be the functional relevance of multiple classes of downstream neurons that can trigger the same rolling behavior and what does this mean to the animal? One possibility is that the different neurons within the CNS that trigger rolling not only encode the presence of the stimulus, but could also contribute to encoding the location of the stimulus within the somatotopic map of the larval body wall. Somatotopy is possible, as each hemi-segment possesses three cIVda neurons with dorsal (ddaC), lateral (v'ada) and ventrally (vdaB) situated dendritic receptive fields [8] . Larvae can localize the site of nociceptive input, as the side of the body (left or right) that receives a noxious stimulus strongly affects the direction of larval rolling locomotion [7] .
As well as encoding location, the network may encode qualitative sensory information about the type of noxious stimulus that is encountered. For instance, silencing of the A08n/DP-ilp7 pathway impairs larval responses to mechanical input without affecting thermal nociception responses [13] . As well, some stimuli that activate calcium and spiking responses in cIVda neurons, such as very intense short wavelength light, do not trigger rolling behavior [15] . Other studies suggest proprioceptive functions for cIVda cells [16] . It is thus possible that some of the outputs downstream of cIVda cells are dedicated to these non-nociceptive pathways.
Even from the limited knowledge available on this circuit, it is already known that not all cIVda second order neurons are capable of triggering rolling [13] . Activation of the DP-ilp7 neurons initiates the initial steps of rolling (c-bending) behavior without triggering the complete rolling output. Although postsynaptic to cIVda output, DP-ilp7 neurons were not among the strongly connected cells in the EM reconstruction maps of Ohyama et al. [12] , so they may receive a relatively weak signal from cIVda inputs in comparison to those neurons that have been found to trigger rolling. In addition, while the DP-ilp7 neurons receive input from cIVda neurons they also output onto the CIVda axon terminals through release of the sNPF neuropeptide [13] . The DP-ilp7 projections thus provide an example of a recurrent feedback loop onto cIVda synapses. An interesting question for the future will be to investigate the extent to which other second order neurons provide indirect recurrent excitation onto cIVda terminals. A recurrent excitatory loop would recruit the cIVda output terminals, which would then be capable of triggering an entire downstream response via the complete set of second order targets. At least one descending neuron (SelN138), seen in EM volumes, receives inputs from cIVda and Left: upon aversive stimulation, such as a wasp attack, sensory neurons within the peripheral nervous system are activated and send signals to the ventral nerve cord in the CNS. Center panel: these sensory axons project onto second order interneurons (mCSIs [4] , A08n [13] , DP-ilp7 [13] , and Basins [12] ). These in turn project to high order neurons (Goros and others identified in [12] ) to generate the appropriate rolling escape behavior. Right: a single segment of the larval body wall is depicted and muscles innervated by motor neurons that project through different segmental nerve bundles (ISN D , ISN L , ISNd, ISNb, SNa, SNc) are coded by color. The novel cIVda-mCSI-SNa pathway described in [4] is outlined in green and the SNa projections are drawn to the identified muscle targets.
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While much recent progress has been made towards understanding how sensory neurons efficiently communicate noxious stimulation to the larval brain, there is still much left to be determined. For instance, the attack of a wasp ovipositor is localized to a fine 10-20 micron spot that is often confined to the receptive field of a single cIVda nociceptive cell [5] . It is possible that the penetration signal triggered by the wasp is amplified by activity of the gentle touch receptor cIIda and cIIIda dendrites which overlap cIVda fields. The outputs of neurons with overlapping fields are primarily localized to targets within a single neuromere of the larval ventral nerve cord, yet the behavioral output involves coordinated contraction muscles throughout the entire anterior posterior axis. The currently understood mCSI/SNa motor neuron pathway cannot explain this entire output, as the SNa cells target only three of the body wall muscles, and the projections of the mCSIs are relatively localized along the antero-posterior axis. In contrast, A08n neurons (and other cells like them) possess projections that pass through many segments of the ventral nerve cord, making them well positioned to coordinate responses along the entire anterior-posterior axis.
Future studies will continue to add to our understanding of the underlying principles of this interesting sensorimotor pathway. Yoshino et al. [4] have added important insights that begin to connect the sensory inputs all the way to the motor system. With additional work to come, this increasingly defined circuit has much to reveal about sensorimotor systems.
Ribosomes contain proteins that must themselves be made by ribosomes. A new study shows that splitting ribosomal protein content into many small, similarly sized units maximizes the efficiency of this synthesis, suggesting that ribosomal architecture has been shaped by evolutionary pressure to efficiently self-synthesize.
Ribosomes are complex macromolecular machines that carry out the synthesis of all proteins in a cell. They are made up of both RNA and protein, and the specific aspects of ribosome function carried out by each type of molecule have been meticulously deciphered by decades of biochemical and structural work [1] [2] [3] . The evolutionary forces that resulted in this division of labor between RNA and protein are less well understood, however, and remain the subject of
